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Sherborne House Screen Steals the Show   

An Exhibition of collage entitled Cut and Paste has just opened at the Scottish National Gallery Of 

Modern Art (Modern Two) in Edinburgh. Dominating the first room, and beautifully presented, is the 

Charles Dickens/William Charles Macready Sherborne House Screen, newly cleaned, repaired 

and conserved by Rebecca Donnan. It is stunning! Cut and Paste: 400 Years of Collage is the first 

survey exhibition of collage ever to take place anywhere in the world. Collage is often described 

as a twentieth-century invention, but this show spans a period of more than 400 years and 

includes more than 250 works. 

 

The Screen was given to the Friends of Sherborne House by Sir Nevil Macready, (a direct 

descendant of the great Victorian Shakespearean actor, William Charles Macready) so that it 

can go on display in the place where it originated, Sherborne House. It is made up of four leaves, 

each 6’ 3” x 3’. It had suffered much from age, children, dogs and above all with tobacco/smoke 

damage, so the Friends launched a very successful appeal, raised £22,000 for its repair and had it 

wondrously restored by the conservator, Rebecca Donnan. 

 

Rebecca was trained at… and…. and….. 

 

Traditionally, the Macready family say that the 400+ art pictures that decorate the screen were 

put in place by the actor himself and Charles Dickens, his close friend and frequent visitor to 

Sherborne. They clearly put much thought into the selection and placing of the pictures and to 

maximum effect. Professor Catherine Walters from Kent University says, “We have discovered the 

title/material and source of over 80% of the original images so far and will soon be ready to 

launch a brand new web-site purely devoted to the history and make-up of the unique 

Dickens/Macready Screen”. 

 

The Screen will be on view in Edinburgh until Sunday 27 October 2019. The exhibition is open daily, 

10am - 5pm at £11 (age 25 & under £7.50). Following this The Friends hope the screen can go on 

permanent display in Sherborne House in accordance with the donors’ wishes. Where it will go 

until then is under negotiation. A visit to Edinburgh to see it and the accompanying exhibition 

would be very rewarding for anyone making the journey. 

https://www.nationalgalleries.org/exhibition/cut-and-paste-400-years-collage 

 

The Friends of Sherborne House is a Registered Charity No. 1060638.  Our Patrons are: Alfred 
Brendel, Sir Timothy Clifford, Jeremy Irons, Dr. David Starkey, Derek Boshier, Brian Phelan.  

 

Note to editors: Further information                                                                                                 

Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art 0131 624 6200 enquiries@nationalgalleries.org 

Jeremy Barker – 01935 816764 -barker.jeremy@tiscali.co.uk 
Sarah Whittick – 07765 771184 - whittick445@btinternet.com Publicity, Friends of Sherborne House 
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